SINGLESPEED

Chipps Chippendale has been riding and writing about singlespeeds for as long as anyone can remember. He lives in a small town in England that probably has a too cute name, and is the only guy we know who is polite while pushing a 32x16 gear uphill for hours on end. His zine, The Outcast, is a sought after bible of the Untrendy end of the off-road world. Find it if you can. Read it as you must. Kona builds bikes for people like Chipps, and people like Chipps build cycling for everybody.

UNIT

The Kona Unit uses True Temper OX Platinum tubing, which doesn’t mean a whole hell of a lot unless you’re up to date with your bike tube manufacturing. Basically, what that does tell you is that the Kona Unit is a thoughtful, well-equipped bike designed by individuals who understand. So just trust us on this one.